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Why use images 

in Presentations? 
The adage “A picture is worth a thousand 
words” refers to the notion that a complex 

idea can be conveyed with just a single 
still image. It is backed up by scientific 

research which shows that people 
have better recall for images than 
text1. Including attractive images 

that add to and illustrate your 
speaking points significantly 

increases your efficacy as a 
speaker and makes you and 

your presentations more 
memorable2.
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What tyPe of 
images should i use? 
Use copyright and royalty free images only. 

Always check the license terms of the image 
to ensure that it is free to use. 

Attribute images by putting a link 
to the image itself or to the site’s 
homepage under the image in your 
presentation. Some license terms 
may also request that you 
credit the photographer. 

Choose high resolution 
images to avoid 
pixilation when sized 
up.
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Where to find 

free images? 
The sites below have mainly 
free to use images and any 

copyrighted ones will be clearly 
marked as such, usually with a 

watermark or copyright © symbol.

Pixabay, Flickr Creative Commons, 
MorgueFile, Wikimedia Commons, 

FreeFoto, OpenPhoto3

 
Search all the free image sites above at the 

same time by setting up a Google Custom Search 
to search only the sites you specify. 

https://www.google.ie/cse 

NOTE: Most images on Google Images are not free to 
use. To find free images in Google first run your 

search and then set the Usage Rights filter 
under Search Tools to the last option 

Labelled for non-commercial reuse to 
ensure your search yields copyright free 

images only.
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the takeaWay tiP
One of the main disadvantages with image 
heavy presentations is that each image 
adds to the overall size of a presentation 
which may then cause it to be blocked by network 
firewalls.

Use the Format Picture/Picture/Compress 
option in Powerpoint to compress images in 
a presentation and reduce the file size by 
up to 80%. 

By applying compress to All Pictures 
and changing the resolution to 
Web/Screen, you can get a 25 
MB size presentation down to 
5MBs which is the maximum 
file size many workplace 
networks allow through.
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tiPs for Pics 

Don’t use images with 
watermarks as these are most 

likely copyrighted.

Don’t use obvious or clichéd 
images or those that have been seen 

too often before.

Keep the images relevant and meaningful: 
if in doubt, leave it out.

Save images to your computer and insert them 
into your presentation instead of copying and 

pasting as this will help maintain image resolution.

Embed video clips into presentations or have media 
files saved and preloaded to avoid relying on live links 

to sites such as U-Tube during your presentation.
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hoW to find the 
Perfect image?
Use the Advanced Search 
Options in image search sites 
such as Google Images to look for 
landscape (rectangle) orientation 
images as these suit presentation 
slides better. 

Use Search Tools to search for images in a 
certain colour range as well as by size, type, 
time, usage rights etc. 

Do a Reverse Image Search in Google Images 
using a picture as your search to find similar and 
related images4
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create your oWn images

Why not make and take your own 
images and avoid any copyright or license 

restraints?

Take photos of at least 1MB in size and in the 
highest resolution possible to avoid pixilation; you 

may need to re-set your digital or phone camera 
settings first.

Use sites such as Wordle or Tagxedo to 
design Word Art.

Create images out of screenshots from 
your computer; use the crop option 

in the Picture toolbar to focus on 
the more interesting parts of a 

screenshot or image.  

Draw flow charts or 
diagrams on paper and 

take a photo of it to 
create an image that 

can be used as a 
visual aid in your 

presentation. 


